FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact the publisher at (916) 432-3609

NEW BOOK: COCKSWORDS & BERRIES: A TALE OF KINGS AND MAIDENS
BOOK ONE IN THE “STAINED IN RIVASOR” SERIES, A VISION OF MODERN LUST IN AN ANCIENT EROSTOPIA
NYC--Royal Scribe Publishing announces the release of Cockswords & Berries: a tale of kings and maidens,
by the Royal Scribe, a medieval-styled, erotic tale set in the ancient, erostopian land of Rivasor.
The plot: "After a chance encounter and unlikely romantic audience with the King of Rivasor, a
nubile young waif of peasant bloodline [Maiden Reina] becomes the first and only bed maiden to make the
virile and famously well-endowed monarch climax during bedplay. Many admire her talent. Others envy her
stain. Some fear her power over the throne. She must be wary no one discovers her own dark secret in the
turmoil that ensues!" To understand why this is a problem, you should know that in Rivasor, a "stain" rises in
the middle of a woman's forehead when semen touches any part of her body, and the King—the man with the
biggest cocksword—isn't permitted to ejaculate while he holds the throne [to redirect his sexual energy from
bedsheets to battlefields].
The book’s author, explains more. "What if maiden Reina's dilemma occurred in an erostopia—a
land where attitudes and behavior about desire, eroticism, sex as well as gender roles and wiring evolved
naturally without repressive dogma, shame-based stigma and gender-biased laws? In other words, what if
there were progressive attitudes about sex in an otherwise ancient realm of unique laws, lore and language?"
To help the reader navigate such a world—where the women of each cluster in the realm possess
unique, distinguishing sexual talents and physical attributes—Cockswords & Berries includes a glossary,
"rites of passion" lectures, biology lessons, poems, songs and even maps of the realm to help one locate the
cluster that matches one’s unique "twist." "This is Lord of the Rings meets Deep Throat," the author adds.
"There's a lot of lust between big cockswords and tight berries, plus some bad guys of evil intent to make it
all more interesting."
Cockswords & Berries is available in kindle and nook formats, and in paperback and ebook at
www.rivasor.com, where you can download a free preview, and pre-order Book 2, Bedsheets & Battlefields.
Contact the author at royalscribe@rivasor.com. View trailer at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mpufqcq42s
Media kit at www.rivasor.com/media/mediakit.pdf
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